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- for all subjects of LSAT.

After understanding the importance of practice in LAST preparation now let՚s understand ways of
practice which will helps you for effective study.

Prep Courses: There are number of companies which provides “Full-Length” course for LAST just like
other standardized course. This Company provides full-length and shorter course that is of fewer
hours and also covers less material. In this session we will focus on the full-length courses because it
is good way for preparation.

Prep courses are too expensive, the full-length courses cost should be in the range of $ 1,300- $ 1,600.
But it is not a lot of money it is great investment, because if you spend this amount of money in
preparation than it is possible that your score will be raise and you can get admission in most
prestigious course and you can get opportunities for scholarship. And you might get higher salary that
will cover this cost.

The four most popular LSAT prep courses are:

Princeton Review

Kaplan

Testmasters

PowerScore

These four are national companies; rather than this all companies some other territorial companies
that offer LSAT prep courses. Before joining any company for LAST prep courses do research for
trainer because mentor play most important factor of prep course. The companies ′ websites will give
you idea about their teaching philosophy as well as what requirements they have of their teachers.
You can also ask for demo classes though which you can get more clear idea and it will also give
opportunity to meet the students who are already getting training in those companies and get their
impressions.

If you join prep course then it will be bene�icial for you in many ways like they provides systematical
material; they make groups of different types of logical reasoning and games and teach you techniques
for that every particular groups.

This is gone be very helpful for those students which are not familiar with LAST tests questions.
Dividing questions into different groups is good idea with the help of this you can get more idea that
which types of questions are most dif�icult to solve for you and you can spend more time to studying
them.

All the techniques that you learn in prep course will helps you in many ways and keep in mind that
there is no any particular way to work with question types. If you �ind some methods that works
better for you but your course doesn՚t allow you to do so then continue with your Owen methods.
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Place one thing in your mind that just tacking Prep course will not help you to get appropriate result
which you want, you can not only depends on just attending classes while it is also necessary to do
assignments and homework given in to classes to practice at home.

And as we discuss above their will be lots of homework or we called practice you should have to do
for your best preparation of LAST test and this prep courses generally provides real LSAT questions
so that would be better way to prepare.

Last point for prep course, this courses are not a platform which will tack you to the higher score
generally they are designed for increase your score from average to above average/great score. For
example, if you attempt a practice test and get score 170 or above without any preparation, then in
that case prep course may not do too much for you. So self-study may be a better option at that case.


